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MK SDOV, Le^ K Snowl
A Small Flurry of Information and Ideas about

the Fluffy Stuff
In Other Words - Snow

Are there really 100 words for snow in Alaska? That may be
only a myth, but even if there aren't 100 words for snow, there
are a lot, and not only in Alaska either. l-1ere are just a few
examples:
Blizzard - a winter snow storm
Dendrite - a six-pointed, branching snowflake
Column - a six-sided column-shaped snow flake
Needle - a long, thin snowflake
Powder - fluffy, new snow
Drift - snow piled up by the wind
Squall - a quick snow shower
Graupel - drops of precipitation consisting of snow and
freezing rain
Flurry - a light shower of snow

Thundersnow
A Strange but True Weather Event

Thundersnow is a weather event that doesn't happen every day,
but it does happen. Thundersnow is a thunderstorm in which
snow falls instead of rain. Other types of frozen precipitation,
includinggraupel and hail, may also be present. Thundersnow
happens most frequently in certain areas such as around the
Great Lakes, in the United States, and in Nova Scotia, in Canada,
but it is not limited to those areas.

Hometown Snowfall in
Inches
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Name
Let It Snow, Let It Snow! - Multiple Choice

Date
-Dft^ ^Z

1. Where can you find information about
an unusual type of precipitation?

a) In the article, "In Other Words - Snow"
b) In the article, "Thundersnow"

c) Inthesidebar
d) Inthegraph

2. Where can you find how-to
information?

a) In the article, "In Other Words - Snow"
b) In the article, "Thundersnow"

c) Inthesidebar
d) Inthegraph

3. Which of these text features is not
included on the page,

"Let It Snow, Let It
Snow!"?
a) Graphics
b) Graphorchart
c) Underlining
d) Bold print

4. Which of these text features is not
included on the page, Let It Snow, Let It
Snow!"?
a) Colorprint
b) Graphorchart
c) Subheading
d) Photos

5. Which information is from the graph?
a) A squall is a quicksnow shower
b) Foldthe trianglein half
c) In January, the snowfall was about 7

inches
d) Thundersnow occurs around the Great

Lakes

:-v8l.

6. To make a paper snowflake, start with a

piece ofpaper.
a)
b)
c)

Square
Circular
Oval

d) Triangular

7. Which word means: drops of

precipitation consisting of snow and
freezing rain?

a) Graupel
b) Squall
c) Needle
d) Dendrite

8. How much snow did this hometown
receive in December?

a) 2 inches
b) 3.9 inches
c) 4 % inches
d) 5 inches

9. To make a papersnowflake, you will
need

a) Paperandscissors
b) Paper, scissors, and glue
c) Paper, scissors, and tape
d) Paper, scissors, glue, and markers

10. The page
"Let It Snow, Let It Snow!"

contains
a) Fiction and graphs
b) Information and ideas
c) Information and opinions
d) Realistic fiction and facts
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Name
Let It Snow, Let It Snow! - Text Features

Date

pa^3
Directions: Complete the chart by copying or describing one example of each type of
text feature from the article.

"
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 ;

Ildudlat
least five o^e^e text "

f^alures on y°ur Page.
" "" u"""c Lt'XI "
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Text Feature Example from "Let It Snow, Let It
Snow!"

Graphics,
Illustrations, or

Photos

Charts or Graphs

Heading

Subheading

Bold Print

Italics

Color Print



ReadWorks' Taken by Surpnse

Le+H 3�^c ^d^^l^d lAi^i-L^ A4J
Taken^ySurprise

by Edward I. Maxwell

CAUTION: Only fully trained and equipped subway employees should ever walk the subway tunnels and
tracks. Pedestrians should never step down off a subway platform onto the track for any reason; if there is
a dropped item on the track or an emergency, seek out an employee or police officer.

Tim loved working in the subway.

Loved it.

Ifyou pushed him, he'd admit he loved it more than his father. Not more than his mother, but definitely
more than his old man.

The subway, its tracks, tunnels, rails, and switches were his. Dirty and run-down to most everyone else,
but magnificent and sprawling to Tim.

The strangest part is that Tim loved the subway most when it rained. When it poured, it didn't matter if Tim
was even on the clock. He would check in, grab his vest, hard-hat, and lantern and walk the tracks.

It was just such a night.

Off the clock, but still on the job.

Thunder crashed overhead. The tunnel was a cool, wet 50 degrees.

Rain dripped through the grates overhead. Little streams flowed underneath the railroad ties. For Tim, this
was when the subway really came alive and showed the world its true self-the greatest cavern ever built;
the greatest network of caves ever used by man.

Tim missed the next tie, and his boot fell hard into the river running between the rails. A critter squealed at
Tim's inconsiderate splashing, and he smiled to himself. The last bit of humidity from the 90 degree day
moved across his face, pushed by a cool breeze behind. Tim turned into it and looked down the tunnel at
the long curving way, flecks of light glancing off the steel. He took a deep, satisfied breath, and walked on.
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ReadWorks' Taken by Surpnse

Tim did not always walk the subway; he did not always work for it. He used to have a job behind a
cramped desk, in a cramped office, working with cramped people who couldn't imagine much beyond their
cubicles. Needless to say, they did not share Tim's enthusiastic dreams of urban spelunking.

But Tim made those dreams a reality and left his cubically-caged mates for subterranean trusses, I-
beams, and engineered slopes.

Moving further along the tracks, Tim grew aware of something completely unexpected out in front of him.
With each step, the void ahead seemed to quiet more. After another 30 yards, Tim was standing in a
completely silent stretch of tunnel. Water did not drip, critters did not scurry, and street traffic overhead
was muffled beyond recognition. Tim felt anxiety grip him, and he immediately switched on his lantern. He
needed more light than what laced offthe tracks to investigate this exception.

The 1-beams were the first sight to set his stomach seizing. There was not a single, rusted, wrought iron
pillar as faras his lantern could stretch. Instead, the beams had been covered-or replaced entirely, he
could not tell-by concrete columns, gray and sterile to the touch. The concrete had been purposefully
pockmarked to absorb vibrations as trains passed through. While the iron beams had acted as tuning
forks, allowing the clanging chorus of steel wheels on steel rails'to resonate around a bend, the new pillars
seemed capable of soaking up any din like a sponge.

Tim let his hand run over each geometric dimple and shuddered at the thought of every ding or clang
already trapped, unable to dance along, weaving in and out ofsubway cars.

It was in that moment Tim realized also that there was no water dripping down onto his helmet from
overhead. He looked up and was confronted by a modern ventilation duct, gently circulating the air. If his
journey had begun here in this part of the tunnel he would not have known that rain was coming down in
buckets up above.

Tim rested his chin on his chest, shook his head, and cursed to himself, what have they done to this

place? His eyes turned downward, Tim realized that the streams between the rails had dried up. The ties
were made of pre-poured concrete, the channel was carved with smooth right angles and drainage points
all along the way. There was no sign of the ragged, splintered wooden ties that would give way under a
car's weight and send a wobble through each passenger's legs.

What have they done to this place?

The anxiety started to creep back into Tim's mind. The pockmarked concrete pillars started to resemble
the pressed fireproof boards used as part of his old cubicle walls. The space in between tracks looked like
linoleum office flooring underfoot, the pre-poured railroad ties were like simple inlayed design work. The
vent and clean truss work overhead resembled the ceiling and air conditioning grates that hung lifelessly
over his old desk.

Whaf have they done to my place?

Tim wasn't spelunking anymore. He was moving past the standard forms of an office. He was walking
down rows of cubicles on his way to the water cooler, and he hated it. He wanted to go back to the
rundown caverns he loved so dearly. He wanted to run his hands over a man-made creation that could not
resist the pull of a more natural order. He wanted to walk through a space engineered to be one thing, but
that had been reclaimed, over time, by a world greater than the design specifications.

It was in this moment that a train horn sounded, steady and deep. Tim lifted his head to watch twin eyes
about 300 yards down the track moving toward him. He quickly stepped out from between the rails, off to
the side between two columns. Making sure he was far enough back, Tim braced up against the pillar and
waited for the train to pass.
ReadWorks.org " ©2013 ReadWorks®,Inc. Alf nghts reserved.



ReadWorks' Taken by Surprise

The train began to file by him only a few moments later, but Tim only knew it by the faint rush of air. There
was no sound, and he had closed his eyes in a vain attempt to hold back the tears running down his
cheeks.

What have they done?

Tim cried for some time after the train passed. He knew it wasn't going to be long before the rest of the
tunnels were redone in the same way. There would be nothing left of the subway ofwhich he had grown
so fond. He made his way back down the tunnel and out one of the access points. He was off the clock for

good.

Back on street-level, the rain had stopped, thunder and lightning had abated. The moon was even
beginning to peek out from behind the wisps of cloud. The city was coming back as people began to
realize the storm was done with trying to stake a claim. Tim shuffled along, wondering, what do 1 do now?

He found a bench, sat down, and tried to push those searching questions out of his mind. He watched

people step out into the night, hail cabs, meet friends, and walk into restaurants. He watched people enjoy
the sterile streets, buildings, places, which had all pushed him underground to what had been the last

place of refuge from the austere.

Tim longed to smile blissfully as these people did, to smile as he had only hours earlier at the sound of a
critter's fearful squeal. But the smile would not come to his lips. They remained set; the thin line unparted,
shallow breaths moving through his nose. Do / leave?

No one gave Tim much notice. He was only sitting silently, nothing threatening about him. It was as if he
was part of the bench, no reason for concemed or worried looks. He didn't want to be part of this world, so
the world did not acknowledge him.

The moon rose higher in a clear night sky and the streets were quiet once more. Tim stood and took off
his hard-hat and vest. Moving to the nearest garbage can, he dropped them in without a second thought.
Digging into his pocket, Tim found his subway badge and tossed that in as well. He set his lantern down
beside the can for anyone to find and use as he or she wished. He took a deep breath in through his nose
and let it out slowly through his mouth. Where do 1 go?

Tim walked the 20 blocks to the main train station. h-1e quietly purchased a rail pass, destination unmarked,
and found his way to the main board. The next departing train was already boarding. Tim stopped at a
kiosk on the way to the track and purchased a newspaper. Taking the stairs, he was on the platform in
moments, staring at a train that waited patiently for the last few passengers. Newspaper under his arm,
Tim stepped on board and found an open seat by the window. The conductor sounded the whistle, calling
for all aboard. The train doors closed, and Tim opened his paper as the train left the station.
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ReadWorks Taken by Surprise - Comprehension Questions

Name: Date: pa/^3
1. What is Tim's job at the beginning of the story?

A. police officer

B. subway employee

C. office worker

D. train conductor

2. What is a major turning point in the story?

A. Tim quits his officejob.

B. Tim discovers a stretch ofsubway tunnel that has been rebuilt.

C. Tim decides to go on a walk in a subway tunnel during a thunderstorm.

D. Tim oversteps a rail tie, and his boot slips into the river running between the rails.

3. Tim cries while in a stretch of subway tunnel that has been rebuilt.

What does Tim's action suggest?

A. Tim misses the office where he used to work.

B. Tim is pleased by the changes made to the subway tunnel.

C. Tim is upset by the changes made to the subway tunnel.

D. Tim does not notice the changes made to the subway tunnel.

4. Why is there no water between the rails in the rebuilt section of the subway tunnel?

A. The channel under the rails is ca^ed with smooth right angles and has places for the
waterto drain.

B. There are no splintered wooden rail ties that would give way under the weight of a
subway car.

C. It has not been raining long enough for water from the thunderstorm to reach the
rebuilt section of the tunnel.

D.There used to be water there, but the critters that live under the rail ties drank it all.

ReadWorKs.org ©2018 ReatfWorks®, Inc. All nghts reserved.



ReadWorks' Taken by Surprise - Comprehension Questions

5. What is this story mainly about?

A. a subway worker who sneaks into a subway tunnel to see what it is like

B. a man who hates his job in an office and leaves it to become a train conductor

C. a subway train that almost kills a subway worker when it passes him in a tunnel

D. a subway worker who is deeply upset by the changes made to the tunnel

6. Read the following sentences: "There would be nothing left of the subway of which he

had grown so fond. He made his way back down the tunnel and out one of the access

points. h-1e was off the clock for good."

When the author writes that Tim was "off the clock for good," what does he mean?

A. Tim is running late for work.

B. Tim has trouble keeping track oftime.

C. Tim does not like to use clocks.

D. Tim is quitting hisjob.

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

The changes made to a subway tunnel disturb Tim;

work in the subway.

A. however

B. because

C. although

D. therefore

8. Explain whether Tim always worked for the subway.

, he no longer wants to

ReadWorks.org " ©2018 ReadWorks®,Inc. All rights reserved.



ReadWorks' Taken by Surprise - Comprehension Quesfions

9. Describe what Tim did not like about being in an office, and what Tim did like about
working for the Subway.

10. Are the changes made to the subway tunnel a good thing or bad thing? Use

evidence from the story to explain why.

ReadWorks.org " ©2018 ReadWorks®,Inc, Al! nghte reserved.



6th Grade Math Tribe Day 3
Learning Targets: 1 can compare numbers using less than, greater than,and equal too.

1 can convert fraction and decimal problems using the standard algorithm.
Name

Period
"<1).1

> Compare Fractions Compare. Write <, >, or =.

2.?

"<»

"«

3. 4.

> Equivalent Fractions Write an equivalent fractlon.

5.,

7. '^
n

6. ^

8.°

> Compare Decimals Compare. Write <, >, or =.

9. 0..'! 0.30 ! 10. 4

11. 0.4 0..51

3.8

12. S2.SI S(i.21

Select one Vocabulary Word from the list below to complete each of the following.

Common Denominator, Equivalent Fractions, Whole Numbers, Negative Number,

Ordered Pair

1. The , are the set ofwhole numbers and their

opposites.

2. The distance of a number from O on a number line is the number's

3. Two numbers that are the same distance from zero on the number line, but on
different sides of zero are called

4. A ^ is any number that can be written as a/b,

where a and b are integers and b does not equal 0.

5. The four regions of the coordinate plane that are separated by the x- and y-axes
are called
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Math Tribe Day 3
Learning Targets: 1 can compare numbers using less than, greaterthan, and equal too.

1 can convert fraction and decimal problems using the standard algorithm.
Name_

Period.

^ Compare Fractions Compare. Write < >, or ss.

1.i. ^Oi5 <-^3

i. ?os3 V^5

2.if^l" 7 ^-/2

4.S02" 8 ^^^ 43 <-/S

^ Equivalent Fractions Write an equlvalent fractton.

^

7. 10
12

<-j

""I
^- Compare Decimals Compare. Wrtte <, >, or =.

9. 0.3 Q 0.30

11. 0.4 (_) 0.51

10. 4 (^) 3.8

12. $2.61 Q $6.21

Select one Vocabularv Word from the list below to complete each of the followina^

Common Denominator, Equivalent Fractions, Whole Numbers, Negative Number, Ordered

Pair

1. The _, are the set of whole numbers and their

opposites.

2. The distance of a number from O on a number line is the number's

3. Two numbers that are the same distance from zero on the number line, but on

different sides of zero are called

4. A _, is any number that can be written as a/b,

where a and b are integers and b does not equal0.

5. The four regions of the coordinate plane that are separated by the x- and y-axes
are called



Name i^; Political Maps"Tr'tbe ~bo^^ -t^ ^> -"^'+^ Gr^d^ $<')c^a.l<St^dLT<'s

A state map showing counties is one type ofpolltical map. Texas has the most counties (254)and
Delaware has the least (3). In Louisiana, the 64 counties are caUed parishes. Alaska is dwided into 23
boroughs.

Study the county map of Indiana and answer the ques-
tions below.

1. Which county is in the most southwestem corner of
Indiana?

2. What county is directly north ofMontgomery
county?

3. Is Noble county north or south ofShelby
county?

4. What seven counties border onjackson county?

Yalpaijaisq

Keht-
Janjd

Jaspe

BenO
La Grani

SlJoseph

nieyspurg'
Fountain

Loga^isport

;Tippecan<
"L^ayalt^konlo«";Fl°rt^

(fl0rtt9omery

5. What three counties start with an O?

Clty

Whiitey

(hia

inge

Wattrloo

1Ri^ntincJtorf

Wabtsh
Hunlingtjon

Fort Wayile

De^atur

Mation

nd»
Jay

Mijncie
Randofph

Henry

Richrinond
""^Tan'aiLtts-r'i'"!"*
�

6. In what county can Indianapolis be found?

7. How many counties border on Ohio?

8. Steuben countv borders on which two states?
and

9. In what comer ofthe state can Switzerland county be found?

Discussion Topic
Most Indiana counties are square or rectangular. Why do
you think some counties, Bke Perry, Knox, and Washington
have irregular boundaries?

AEthough Oregon i5 nearly three times larger
than Indiana, Oregon has oniy 56 count-ies
compared wi-t/h 92 for Indiana.
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Skillswise HD1/L1.1

Interpreting information from pictograms

Pictogram showing how many people visited a local library on different days of a week.

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

^ ^ ^

^^

^ ^ ^

^ ^ ^ ^^

^^

Key

^

^

= 10 people

= 5 people

Questions:

1. On what day were there no visitors to the library? Suggest why this might be.

2. Which day was the most popular for visiting the library? Suggest why this might be.

3. What was the difference between the number of visitors on Thursday and Friday?

4. Can you suggest any reasons why there might be such a difference in the number of
visitors on these two days?



6th grade Science Tribe Day 3

Matt had a serious case of insomnia. Even though he went to bed at the same time
every night and got up at the same time every morning, he tossed and turned and
wasn't able to sleep. Beginning January 1st Matt decided to record the number of
hours he slept each night for one month. For his New Year's resolution, he decided to
stop drinking coffee. A few days later he noticed that his winter allergies had gotten
much worse. He made an appointment with the doctor, who prescribed him allergy
medicine. That weekend Matt was too tired to do anything but lie on the couch

and watch T.V. Matt decided that giving up coffee was making him
sleepy. After doing some research on his

allergy medicine, he discovered that
drowsiness was one of its side effects.
Matt concluded that giving up coffee

and taking allergy medicine was making
him tired. The next day Matt had a cup of

coffee with breakfast and skipped his allergy medicine. He
noticed that he had more energy. Analyze Matt's sleep

Journal and personal calendar to decide whether or not his
conclusion was valid.

Co^te

Cdrefully study Matt's sleep joumal for the month of
January. Then, use the data to create a best-fit graph of
the number of hours Matt slept each night for one month.

5^'is^"

^-s.hours
30min^

^^uf?lsl""""tes^,f^-^^40""^^!
^^^30m1^'.^K4^ursloml^^"'lrs ^ "-—""""......,

^ssmns-^
K^^5mwut^t.^9^ursl5m"1^i
tS.^W!^m"we^
^'9^50^inu^^SKhour^omin^

11S"'; lOhours

^^te30,mi"utes-
�^^u"5.mlnut^,l^s-^mmMes'^
?£^£"a?::

?S;^:^;loTninutes:
?s'^^ou"45-minutes-..
?¬^^&55mln.utes."-?S^SK"m'n?S'"
?S£30mi^:::]Sl^^mm^ "
Si£35minut:::.'.l


